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Abstract

Rationale: Diaphragm dysfunction is frequently observed in critically
ill patients with difficult weaning from mechanical ventilation.

Objectives: To evaluate the effects of temporary transvenous
diaphragm neurostimulation on weaning outcome and maximal
inspiratory pressure.

Methods: Multicenter, open-label, randomized, controlled study. Patients
aged >18 years on invasive mechanical ventilation for >4 days and having
failed at least two weaning attempts received temporary transvenous
diaphragm neurostimulation using a multielectrode stimulating central
venous catheter (bilateral phrenic stimulation) and standard of care
(treatment) (n=57) or standard of care (control) (n=55). In seven patients,
the catheter could not be inserted, and in seven others, pacing therapy could
not be delivered; consequently, data were available for 43 patients. The
primary outcome was the proportion of patients successfully weaned. Other
endpoints were mechanical ventilation duration, 30-day survival, maximal
inspiratory pressure, diaphragm-thickening fraction, adverse events, and
stimulation-related pain.

Measurements and Main Results: The incidences of successful
weaning were 82% (treatment) and 74% (control) (absolute difference [95%
confidence interval (CI)], 7% [210 to 25]), P=0.59. Mechanical ventilation
duration (mean6 SD) was 12.769.9 days and 14.16 10.8 days, respectively,
P=0.50; maximal inspiratory pressure increased by 16.6 cm H2O and 4.8 cm
H2O, respectively (difference [95% CI], 11.8 [5 to 19]), P=0.001; and right
hemidiaphragm thickening fraction during unassisted spontaneous breathing
was 117% and 214%, respectively, P=0.006, without correlation with
changes in maximal inspiratory pressure. Serious adverse event frequency
was similar in both groups. Median stimulation-related pain in the treatment
group was 0 (no pain).

Conclusions: Temporary transvenous diaphragm neurostimulation
did not increase the proportion of successful weaning from mechanical
ventilation. It was associated with a significant increase in maximal
inspiratory pressure, suggesting reversal of the course of diaphragm
dysfunction.

Clinical trial registered with www.clinicaltrials.gov (NCT 03096639) and the
European Database on Medical Devices (CIV-17-06-020004).

Keywords: diaphragm weakness; weaning; mechanical ventilation;
ventilator-induced diaphragmatic dysfunction

Mechanical ventilation (MV) is the most
frequently used life-saving technique in ICUs
and is required by 20–40% of ICU patients
on a daily basis (1). It is, however, associated

with complications such as ventilator-
induced lung injury (2) and pulmonary
infection (3). Animal experiments have also
led to the description of ventilator-induced

diaphragmatic lesions and weakness, so
called ventilator-induced diaphragmatic
dysfunction (VIDD) (4). Critically ill patients
with difficult weaning fromMV often

At a Glance Commentary

Scientific Knowledge on the Subject: Ventilator-induced
diaphragm dysfunction (VIDD) is frequently observed in
patients with difficult weaning and prolonged mechanical
ventilation. There is currently no established strategy to
directly treat or reverse VIDD.

What This Study Adds to the Field: Although bilateral
phrenic nerve stimulation did not increase the proportion of
successful weaning from mechanical ventilation compared
with the standard of care, it resulted in substantial
improvements in inspiratory pressure generation capacity
without major safety issues. In the absence of previous clinical
data, these findings suggest that diaphragm pacing could be
effective in mitigating diaphragm dysfunction in patients who
are difficult to wean from mechanical ventilation.
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present with diaphragm dysfunction (5–9),
defined as an impaired capacity of the
diaphragm to produce negative intrathoracic
inspiratory pressure. The underlying
mechanisms can include, but are not limited
to, contractile weakness. Multiple causes
beyondMV can affect the diaphragm in ICU
patients, hence the wider concept of “critical
illness–associated diaphragm weakness” (10).
Preventing or reversing this phenomenon
could reduce the duration of MV, resulting
in lower mortality in difficult-to-wean
patients (11) and lower total inpatient
costs (12).

There is currently no established strategy
to directly treat or reverse critical illness
associated diaphragmatic abnormalities in
critically ill patients. Experimental data
recorded in animals suggest that keeping the
diaphragm active duringMV could be useful
(13), and limited clinical data have suggested
the usefulness of inspiratory muscle training

to facilitate weaning from prolongedMV
(14). Animal studies also suggest that
superimposing diaphragm pacing duringMV
couldmitigate experimental VIDD (15, 16).
In humans, the ability of diaphragm pacing to
correct profound diaphragm atrophy in the
absence of diaphragm denervation has been
demonstrated inMV-dependent quadriplegic
patients (17).

The present study aimed to investigate
the effects of diaphragm pacing with bilateral
phrenic nerve stimulation at the bedside
(temporary transvenous diaphragm
neurostimulation [TTDN]) (15) on weaning
outcome in difficult-to-wean patients. We
hypothesized that TTDNwould result in a
higher rate of weaning success and shortened
duration of MV in relation to improved
maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP).

The data included in this article have
been presented in part at the American
Thoracic Society International Conference

(May 14–19, 2021, virtual event, thematic
poster presentation), the European
Respiratory Society International Congress
(September 5–9, 2020, virtual event, oral
presentation), and the 33rd Annual Congress
of the European Society of Intensive
Medicine (“ESICM LIVES 2020,”December
6–9, 2020, virtual event, oral presentation).

The study protocol, published before
completion of the study (18), and three
major amendments (see Table E3 in the
online supplement) were approved at all
sites by institutional review boards or
ethical committees depending on local
regulations.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
In this multicenter, randomized, controlled
study, participants were enrolled from 20

A list of the RESCUE-2 Study Group Investigators may be found in Table E1 in the online supplement.
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ICUs and long-term weaning units in
France and Germany. The study was
designed by a steering committee (Table E2)
in collaboration with the sponsor and
conducted in compliance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. All patients/legally
authorized representatives gave written
informed consent before enrollment. The
study was conducted from September
2017 to January 2020 and was publicly
registered before the first enrollment
(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT 03096639;
European Database onMedical Devices:
CIV-17-06-020004).

Participants
Adults (>18 yr of age) were considered for
inclusion in the study if they had been on
invasive MV (intubation or tracheotomy) for
.96 hours and satisfied protocol-defined
readiness-to-wean criteria (see the across-
centers standardized weaning protocol in
Figure E2) (19) but had failed at least two
attempts at ventilator liberation (failed
spontaneous breathing trial, extubation with
subsequent reintubation within 48 h). The
main exclusion criteria were as follows:
current extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, failed weaning fromMV
because of current hypervolemia as
determined by the clinicians in charge,
clinically overt congestive heart failure,
anatomical features preventing left
subclavian vein catheterization, history of
congenital heart disease, current
neuromuscular blockade treatment,
preexisting neuromuscular disease
potentially affecting respiratory muscles,
pleural effusions occupying more than one-
third of the pleural space on either side on
chest X-ray, body mass index (BMI) of
>40 kg/m2, known/suspected phrenic nerve
paralysis, presence of any electrical device
(implanted or external) with the potential to
interact/interfere with the TTDN system,
bacteremia, current hemodynamic instability
(need for vasopressors), current sepsis/septic
shock, terminal illness with an estimated life
expectancy of,6 months or not committed
to full care, known/suspected pregnancy,
lactating, actively participating in another
clinical study pertaining to MVweaning, and
vulnerable populations.

Randomization and Masking
The study was open label, with neither
patients nor investigators blinded to
treatment arm or primary/secondary
outcomes, with the exception of diaphragm

ultrasound measurements (performed at a
subset of sites and analyzed centrally in a
blinded manner) and the clinical event
adjudication committee for serious adverse
events (AEs). Patients were randomly
assigned to the control or treatment group in
a 1:1 ratio with variable block size within
each center, with allocation concealment by
means of a centralized web-based electronic
data capture system (Syncrony, Version
2018.01.02; Syntactx Technologies).

Procedures

Control and intervention groups. Both
groups were treated according to a
standardized weaning protocol that was the
same for all centers (see Figure E2). Daily
weaning-readiness screening was followed,
when appropriate, by a spontaneous
breathing trial (SBT), with zero pressure
support and zero end-expiratory pressure
(20). Patients who passed the SBT were
extubated (or, if tracheotomized, not
reconnected to the ventilator). Patients who
failed the SBT were put back on initial
ventilator settings. Planned postextubation
noninvasive ventilation was allowed in
patients with risk factors of postextubation
respiratory failure (“prophylactic noninvasive
ventilation”) (21). Unplanned noninvasive
ventilation was strongly discouraged.

Intervention (treatment) group. In the
treatment group, a dedicated central-venous
catheter was placed for TTDN through a
minimally invasive bedside procedure. This
system (Lungpacer Diaphragm Pacing
Therapy System, Lungpacer Medical, Inc.)
included an intravenous multielectrode
stimulating catheter (see LIVE catheter in
Figure E1) inserted into the left subclavian
vein using Seldinger’s technique, checked by
chest X-ray, and connected to a cart-
mounted control unit with a touchscreen
user interface. Amapping procedure before
each treatment session ensured adequate
capture of both phrenic nerves and
determined the stimulation thresholds at
which visible or manually palpable
diaphragm contractions appeared in
response to the electrical impulses. During
TTDN, the intensity was increased to the
maximal level tolerated by the patient.
Stimulation pulses had an intensity of
<13.5 mA and a duration of 200–300 μs and
were delivered at frequencies of 4 Hz
(mapping procedure) and 15 Hz (treatment).
Stimulation duration, frequency, and
intensity were based on the settings used in

animal studies on mitigation of VIDD
(15, 16) and were known to provoke fused
diaphragmatic contractions in humans (22).
In this regard, and in the absence of animal
data to rely on regarding stimulation-
induced muscle fatigue or nerve damage,
the stimulation frequency was chosen at the
low end of the possible spectrum for the sake
of safety. Pacing sessions consisted of four
sets of 10 or six sets of 10 consecutive
stimulations administered manually in
synchrony with the ventilator. Each set was
separated from the following by,1 minute.
Two to three sessions (for a total of 120
stimulations) per day were conducted daily
for up to 30 days and were stopped when
patients successfully passed the SBT and
were extubated. If extubation occurred
before completion of the 30-day period, the
catheter was kept in place for 48 hours, in
case weaning was not successful.

In each group, standardized
measurement of MIP, a volitional evaluation
of global inspiratory muscle function, was
performed before randomization using a
one-way valve (23) and then every 72 hours
and on the day of extubation. At the same
time, but not simultaneously, a standardized
diaphragmatic ultrasound was performed in
a subset of patients while they were
spontaneously breathing without ventilatory
assistance to measure diaphragm thickness
and calculate the thickening fraction as
described elsewhere (24), and images were
analyzed by an independent blinded
reviewer.

Outcomes
The primary efficacy endpoint was the
cumulative incidence of successful weaning
by Day 30 in both groups. In
nontracheotomized patients, the time point
of successful weaning was defined as the time
after which reintubation had not been
necessary for 48 hours. In tracheotomized
patients, the time point of successful weaning
was defined as the time after which patients
had been kept separated from the ventilator
for 24 hours and not reconnected to it in the
following 48 hours.

Secondary efficacy endpoints were as
follows: the number of days from baseline to
removal fromMV as a result of successful
weaning or Day 30, whichever came first;
reinstatements of MV by Day 30; difference
between groups in MIP changes from
baseline to last available measurement;
change inMIP over time; rate of MIP change
per day from baseline to last available
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measurement; 30-day survival; changes in
diaphragmatic thickening fraction from
baseline to last available measurement;
changes in rapid shallow breathing index
(RSBI); and proportion of patients being
tracheostomized. Data collection for MIP,
RSBI, and diaphragm thickness ceased at
successful weaning.

Safety endpoints included AEs in
each group. Stimulation-related pain was
evaluated using a visual analog scale

ranging from 0 (no pain) to 10 (maximum
pain).

Cumulative incidence of discharge from
the ICU and hospital from baseline was an
exploratory endpoint.

Statistical Analysis
In a prespecified list, eight baseline
characteristics (Table 1) were statistically
compared between groups, and
differences (P, 0.05) were explored as

covariates or strata variables in statistical
models or in subgroups defined by the
median value.

Successful weaning was analyzed using a
competing risk, time-to-event model with
death before weaning as the competing risk.
Cumulative incidences for successful
weaning and death before weaning were
compared at Day 30 using Gray’s test. The
average numbers of days onMV until
successful weaning or Day 30 was compared

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of All Participants in Intent-to-Treat and Modified Intent-to-Treat Populations

Variables ITT (n=57) mITT (n=43) Control (n= 55)

Age, yr, mean6SD* 63.8612.3 63.6611.1 65.36 11.3
Sex, n (%)*
F 25 (44) 19 (44) 23 (42)
M 32 (56) 24 (56) 32 (58)

Body mass index, kg/m2, mean6SD*† 2866 2766 2565
Smoking, n (%)
Previous 15 (28) 13 (31) 18 (33)
Current 20 (37) 17 (41) 23 (43)
Never 19 (35) 12 (29) 13 (24)

Medical history, n (%)
Diabetes 16 (28) 10 (23) 11 (20)
Chronic lung disease — — —

COPD* 23 (42) 19 (46) 27 (49)
State after lung reduction surgery 3 (5) 2 (5) 6 (11)

Chronic cardiac disease — — —
Coronary artery disease 11 (19) 6 (14) 9 (16)
Congestive heart failure 6 (11) 4 (9) 2 (4)
Peripheral artery disease 6 (11) 4 (9) 5 (9)
Arrhythmia 19 (33) 13 (30) 17 (31)
Valve disorders—stenosis and insufficiency 13 (23) 8 (19) 8 (15)
Hypertension 30 (53) 21 (49) 33 (60)
Hypercholesteremia 13 (23) 10 (23) 10 (18)

Reason for invasive mechanical ventilation, n (%)*
COPD exacerbation 8 (14) 6 (14) 8 (15)
ARDS 23 (40) 17 (40) 19 (35)
Pneumonia 8 (14) 7 (16) 13 (24)
Trauma 2 (4) 2 (5) 0 (0)
Surgical 9 (16) 7 (16) 8 (15)
Other 7 (12) 4 (9) 7 (13)

Baseline characteristics
SOFA score, mean6SD* 563 563 46 3
Duration of mechanical ventilation, days, mean6SD* 27618 26618 296 23
Tracheostomy, n (%)* 31 (54) 22 (51) 30 (55)

Ventilator settings, mean6SD
PEEP, cm H2O 762 762 66 1
Pressure support, cm H2O 1364 (n=36) 1364 (n=27) 136 4 (n=35)

Respiratory variables, mean6SD
Baseline MIP, cm H2O*† 27615 25612 336 14
Right side diaphragm thickening fraction, mean %6SD

B-mode ultrasound 24622 (n=10) 24622 (n=10) 256 23 (n=10)
M-mode ultrasound† 24619 (n=17) 24619 (n=15) 426 27 (n=17)

Right side end expiratory thickness, mm, mean6SD
B-mode ultrasound 2.16 0.6 (n=10) 2.16 0.6 (n=10) 2.060.7 (n=10)
M-mode ultrasound 2.46 1.0 (n=17) 2.46 1.1 (n=15) 2.260.9 (n=17)

Definition of abbreviations: ARDS=acute respiratory distress syndrome; COPD=chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ITT= intent to treat;
MIP=maximal inspiratory pressure; mITT=modified ITT; PEEP=positive end-expiratory pressure; SOFA=sequential organ failure assessment.
Control = standard of care for difficult and prolonged mechanical ventilation weaning. Treatment = temporary transvenous diaphragm
neurostimulation.
*These variables were prespecified in the statistical analysis plan to be compared at baseline and, if statistically significant at P=0.05, were
evaluated as covariates or strata variables.
†Statistically significant difference in comparison between treatment (ITT and mITT) and control comparison.
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using bootstrapping (25). The number of
days onMV for those who died before
weaning was imputed as if the patient was
not successfully weaned by Day 30. The
change from baseline to last available

measure for respiratory variables (including
ultrasound-derived indices) was compared
using the two-sample t test. Change inMIP
at 8, 15, 22, and 30 days was analyzed using a
mixed model, with the last observation

carried forward such that patients who were
successfully weaned, died, or discontinued
the study at earlier time points were
represented at later time points. A mixed
model was used to incorporate the
correlation expected among the repeated
measures measured in a patient. Day-30
survival was compared using Kaplan-Meier
methods, and the number and percentage of
patients with AEs were compared using
Fisher’s exact test.

The intent-to-treat (ITT) population
was defined by the randomization. Primary
and secondary efficacy endpoints were
evaluated using the modified intent-to-treat
(mITT) population (the same as the ITT
population for the control group but
excluding patients for whom TTDNwas not
achieved in the treatment group). Safety
endpoints were analyzed in the ITT
population.

There were no reliable prior estimates
on which to base the sample size. Although
the study was not powered to test statistical
significance for a minimally clinically
relevant effect size, a sample size of 92
patients (46 patients per group) would result
in 80.5% power for the primary efficacy
endpoint, assuming 80% (treatment) and
60% (control) patients were successfully
weaned at Day 30. It was, therefore, expected
that 110 patients (55 patients per group)
would be sufficient to provide initial
treatment effect estimates (18).

SAS Version 9.4 (Cary SAS Institute)
was used for statistical analyses.

Results

Participants
Overall, 127 patients were eligible for
participation, 12 were treated but neither
randomized nor included in the analyses
(“roll-in” patients), 3 met exclusion criteria,
and 112 were randomized (57 to the
treatment group and 55 to the control group)
(Figure 1). All control patients were included
in the mITT population; in the treatment
group, 14 patients were excluded from the
mITT population (guidewire or LIVE
catheter could not be inserted [7/14], or
pacing therapy could not be delivered
[7/14]). The number of patients enrolled at
each center during the study period is
presented in Table E4.

Baseline characteristics did not differ in
each group, except for BMI andMIP
(Table 1). The main reason for intubation

Eligible patients who consented to participate
N = 127

Randomized
N = 112

“Roll-in”
(treatment without randomization)

N = 12

Exclusion criteria
Hypervolemia (n = 1)
Suspected phrenic nerve paralysis (n = 1)
Treatment with an investigational device or drug (n = 1)

Treatment
N = 57

Treatment
N = 43

Control
N = 55

Study completed N = 38
Death N = 3
Other* N = 2

Study completed N = 45
Death N = 8
Other* N = 2

Control
N = 55

Treatment not
achieved*

N = 14

ITT

mITT

Figure 1. Study flow chart. Of the 127 eligible patients who consented to the study, 12 were
not randomized and therefore were not included in the study. They were part of a “roll-in”
process intended to familiarize the investigators with the technology. As such, for these
patients, the catheter was inserted, and the therapy was delivered for training purposes, but
they were not included in the study. Fifty-five patients were randomized to the control group,
and 57 to the treatment group. All patients who were randomized to the control group qualified
for the modified intent-to-treat (mITT) population; 45 of these patients completed the 30-day
follow-up, 8 died before the 30-day follow-up, and 2 did not complete the study for other
reasons (one patient was a screening failure, and the other patient was transferred to another
hospital and withdrew from the study upon transfer). Treatment= temporary transvenous
diaphragm neurostimulation. *Of the 57 patients of the treatment group, the therapy could not
be achieved in 14 patients; therefore, these patients did not qualify for the mITT population.
The reasons for not achieving therapy were the following: 1) The catheter was inserted and
correctly positioned, but the diaphragm could not be stimulated (n=7); 2) the catheter was not
inserted in 4 patients (guidewire could not be passed [n=2], presence of different catheter
already in place [n=1], or vessel damage because of radiotherapy [n=1]); 3) no attempt
(patient withdrew consent [n=1] or screening failure due to a body mass index of .40
[n=1]); and 4) the catheter was inserted but removed on the same day because of resistance
and thrombus in the vessel (n=1). These patients were followed for adverse events 48 hours
after the initial attempt to place the catheter or last contact with the catheter. The remaining 43
patients were evaluable for the primary effectiveness analysis (mITT), 38 completed the
Day 30 follow-up, 3 died before the 30th day, and 2 did not complete the study for other
reasons (one patient was withdrawn by the investigator and the second chose to withdraw
from the study due to pain associated with stimulation).
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was acute respiratory distress syndrome
(37.5% overall). The mean6 SD durations of
MV before inclusion were 276 18 days
(treatment) and 296 23 days (control).
Approximately half of the patients already
had a tracheostomy at inclusion.

Catheter Placement and
Treatment Delivery
The catheter was in place for a median
duration of 10 days (range=2–33). The
median number of stimulations delivered
(per patient per day) was 72 (range=24–114)
in two to three separate sessions. Thirty-four
(79%) patients received.50% of protocol-
required stimulations.

Successful Weaning and MV Duration
The mean6 SD duration of MV from
baseline to successful weaning or Day 30
was 12.76 9.9 days (treatment) and
14.16 10.8 days (control), respectively
(difference [95% confidence interval (CI)],
21.4 [25.6, 2.7], P = 0.498) (Table 2). The
cumulative incidences for successful
weaning were 82% (treatment) and 74%
(control) (difference [95% CI], 7.4%
[210% to 25%], P = 0.586). The use of
noninvasive ventilation during the
48-hour period postextubation to
determine successful weaning was 62%
(treatment) and 55% (control) (P = 0.639).
The cumulative incidences for death
before successful weaning were 3%

(treatment) and 9% (control) (difference
[95% CI],27% [216%, 3%], P = 0.191)
(Table 2). Primary and secondary
outcomes (per protocol analysis) are
shown in Table E5.

Adjusting for differences in baseline
BMI orMIP did not affect the main outcome
(Table E6). However, the relationships
between baseline MIP and successful
weaning (P=0.007) and between BMI and
successful weaning (P=0.048) were
statistically significant (Table E6).
Cumulative incidence for successful weaning
and imputed average days onMVwithin
subgroups defined by baseline MIP and BMI
are available in Tables E7 and E8,
respectively.

Table 2. Primary and Secondary Outcomes

Outcome mITT Control

Absolute
Difference, %

(95% CI) P Value

Successful weaning and days on mechanical
ventilation (Day 30, mITT)

Cumulative incidence for successful weaning, %* 82 74 7 (210 to 25) 0.586
Use of NIV in the 48-h period post extubation, % 62 55 7 (216 to 29) 0.639
Cumulative incidence for death before successful

weaning, %
3 9 27% (216 to 3) 0.191

Days on mechanical ventilation from baseline to
successful weaning or Study Day 30,
mean6SD†

12.769.9 14.16 10.8 21.4 (25.6 to 2.7) 0.498

Number of patients placed back on mechanical
ventilation within study period after successful
weaning

3 4 NA NA

Number of patients with tracheostomy placed
during the study period

2 5 NA NA

Cumulative incidence for first successful SBT, % 86 80 7 (29 to 23) 0.607
Cumulative incidence for ICU discharge, % 43 37 6 (214 to 27) 0.600
Cumulative incidence for hospital discharge, % 5 8 23 (213 to 7) 0.587

Respiratory (mITT)
Change in MIP from baseline to last available

measure, cm H2O, mean6SD†
16.6616.7 4.86 17.4 11.8 (5 to 19) 0.001

Rate of change in MIP per day from baseline to last
available measure, cm H2O, mean6SD†

2.663.2 1.46 3.8 1.2 (20 to 3) 0.100

Change in RSBI from baseline to last available
measure, breaths/min/L, mean6SD†

240.9672.8 218.06 61.1 223.0 (251 to 5) 0.102

Rate of change in RSBI per day from baseline to
last available measure, breaths/min/L,
mean6SD†

27.2616.0 24.96 13.6 22.3 (28 to 4) 0.450

Change in right-side diaphragm thickening fraction
to last available measure, %†

B-mode ultrasound, mean6SD 21.3615.1 (n= 10) 213.7622.9 (n=10) 12.4 (26 to 31) 0.171
M-mode ultrasound, mean6SD 16.6626.8 (n= 15) 213.6630.4 (n=17) 30.2 (9 to 51) 0.006

Change in end expiratory thickness, mm
B-mode ultrasound, mean6SD 20.260.3 (n= 10) 0.260.8 (n=10) 20.4 (21.0 to 0.2) 0.162
M-mode ultrasound, mean6SD 20.561.2 (n= 15) 0.061.0 (n=17) 20.5 (21.3 to 0.3) 0.230

Survival (Day 30, ITT), %† 93 85 8 (24 to 20) 0.216

Definition of abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; ITT= intent to treat; MIP=maximal inspiratory pressure; mITT=modified ITT; NA=not
applicable; NIV=noninvasive ventilation; SBT=spontaneous breathing trial; RSBI= rapid shallow breathing index.
Control = standard of care for difficult and prolonged mechanical ventilation weaning. Treatment = temporary transvenous diaphragm
neurostimulation.
*Primary outcome.
†Secondary outcome.
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Respiratory Variables
The differences inMIP changes from
baseline to last available measurement were
statistically significant:116.6 cmH2O
(treatment) and14.8 cmH2O (control)
(difference [95% CI], 11.8 cmH2O [5–19],
P=0.001) (Table 2). When adjusted
for differences in baseline BMI and
baseline MIP, the difference between groups
was maintained at 8 (1–15) cmH2O,
P=0.023.

Richmond Agitation–Sedation Scale
scores at the first and last available MIP
evaluations are reported in Table E9. The
change inMIP over time differed
significantly between groups by Day
8 (110.9 cmH2O [treatment] and13.8 cm
H2O [control]; difference [95% CI], 7 cm
H2O [1–14], P=0.029) (Figure 2). The
difference between groups was
statistically significant at each subsequent
follow-up and increased over time
(Figure 2, top). Adjusting for baseline
differences in MIP and BMI, the average
change in MIP reached statistical
significance at Day 15 (111.9 cm H2O
[treatment] and14.5 cm H2O [control];
difference [95% CI], 7 cm H2O [1–14],
P = 0.024), with statistical
significance maintained at subsequent
time points (Figure 2, bottom).

There was a stimulation dose
relationship with MIP change (Figure 3):
The change from baseline was lower for a
lower stimulation dose (<62.5%
stimulations:16.7 cm H2O by Day 8,
111.9 cm H2O by Day 30) than for a
higher stimulation dose (.62.5%
stimulations: 15.4 cm H2O by Day 8,121.5
cm H2O by Day 30). Compared with the
control group, the MIP change was
significantly higher on all occasions for the
higher dose and on Day 22 and Day 30 for
the lower dose (Figure 3).

Ultrasound was performed at eight sites
and evaluable for analysis in a total of 34
patients. The change in right side diaphragm
thickening fraction to last available measure
withM-mode ultrasound was significantly
higher in the treatment group (116.6%
[treatment] vs.213.6% [control], P = 0.006).
There was no correlation betweenMIP
change and the change in diaphragm
thickening fraction (r< 0.18, P> 0.456) for
B- or M-mode measurements. Measurement
variability of diaphragm thickening fractions
is provided in Table E10.
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Figure 2. Time course of maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP). Control = standard of care
for difficult and prolonged mechanical ventilation weaning. Treatment = temporary
transvenous diaphragm neurostimulation. Top: change in MIP with last observation
carried forward. For independent variables, randomized group P, 0.001; study day
P=0.071; and randomized group3 study day interaction P= 0.089. Bottom: change in MIP
with last observation carried forward. For independent variables, randomized group
P=0.019, study day P=0.069, baseline MIP P=0.0006, baseline BMI P=0.562, and
randomized group3 study day interaction P= 0.0881. BMI =body mass index;
CI = confidence interval; mITT =modified intent to treat.
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Survival at 30 Days
There was no difference in survival at Day 30
between groups (93% [treatment] and 85%
[control]; difference [95% CI], 8% [24%,
20%], P=0.216).

Safety and Tolerability
There was no difference between groups
regarding device- or procedure-related
serious AEs (Table E11).

In the treatment group, median
(interquartile range) pain assessment by 36
patients in the mITT population (84%)
during at least one diaphragm pacing session
was 0 (interquartile range=0, 3). Pain
exceeded 4 in at least one session in 16/36
patients (44%) reporting pain, and 9% of the
sessions during which pain assessment was
reported.

Exploratory Outcome
By Day 30, 43% (treatment) and 37%
(control) of the patients were discharged
from the ICU (difference [95% CI], 6%
[214 to 27], P=0.599).

Discussion

In a population of difficult-to-wean
patients who had received invasive MV for
about 1 month, TTDN combined with
standard management did not increase the
proportion of successful weaning,
compared with standard treatment alone.
However, TTDN was associated with an
increase in MIP that was significantly
greater in the treatment group than in the
control group, suggesting that TTDN
could interfere with diaphragm function.
Furthermore, TTDN appeared feasible, as
75% of the patients in the treatment group
could successfully receive the therapy,
which was well tolerated.

Difficult weaning from MV is
associated with increased mortality and
morbidity (8, 24). It increases health
care costs (1) and uses ICU resources.
This makes prompt weaning a major
goal of intensive care medicine.
Standardized protocols including
reduced sedation, early screening for
weaning readiness, and daily SBTs
improve the weaning process (26, 27).
One study suggested that diuretics to
correct fluid overload can reduce
weaning duration (28). Several other
studies suggest that this is also the case
for inspiratory muscle training

(14, 29–31). However, inspiratory muscle
training is difficult to generalize, because
it involves patient cooperation and
requires time-intensive physiotherapy
resources that may not be systematically
available. Diaphragm pacing should be
devoid of these limitations. Diaphragm
pacing through phenic stimulation is
known to be capable of reversing
profound diaphragm disuse atrophy in
quadriplegic patients (provided that
there is no denervation), to the point of
allowing ventilator weaning (17). This
justifies investigating diaphragm pacing
for difficult MV weaning in ICU
patients, where diaphragmatic atrophy is
frequent. Our findings suggest that
TTDN is feasible.

The improvement in MIP in the
treatment group at Day 8 was similar to
that reported with inspiratory muscle
training (29). However, in contrast to

nonselective inspiratory muscle training,
TTDN induces contractions of the
diaphragm only, which led us to reason
that the observed MIP changes most
likely reflect selective diaphragmatic
improvement. The dose–effect
relationship between phrenic stimulation
and MIP that we observed supports this
assumption and strongly argues against
possible investigator bias. Notably, MIP
improved with TTDN, despite a
substantial proportion of patients not
receiving the full stimulation dose as per
protocol, because of logistical reasons
(e.g., therapy scheduling conflicts and
limited staff coverage) and the
nonautomated manner of TTDN
delivery. The increase in MIP that we
observed in stimulated patients might
have reflected improved diaphragm
function in relation with increased
diaphragm contractile strength derived
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Figure 3. Dose relationship between stimulation “dose” and maximal inspiratory pressure
(MIP). For study group with treatment divided into two groups on the basis of the median
proportion of protocol required stimulations received, P, 0.001, study day P=0.025, and study
group3 study interaction P=0.108. CI= confidence interval.
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from diaphragm reconditioning in
response to phrenic stimulation
(supported by the difference in right
hemidiaphragm thickening fraction
between the treatment group and the
control group). However, diaphragm
reconditioning could also have improved
diaphragm function through increased
motor neuron recruitment in relation
with training-related reductions in the
spinal or supraspinal inhibitory inputs
sent by muscle afferents (32–36).
However, despite improvement in MIPs,
TTDN did not result in improved
clinical outcomes. In previous studies,
inspiratory muscle training increased
both MIP and the proportion of weaned
patients compared with control (31). A
possible explanation for this difference,
compared with our study findings, is
that TTDN might not have yielded
sufficient MIP improvement to result in
statistically improved clinical outcomes
in this underpowered study. We cannot
rule out that a higher “stimulation dose”
or higher stimulation frequencies may
have led to different outcomes. The
basis for this daily stimulation regimen
was provided by the published literature
about diaphragm pacing in tetraplegic
patients (17) and respiratory muscle
strengthening (29, 37).

Weaning failure is multifactorial in
nature, and weaning outcome depends
heavily on the respiratory muscle
load–capacity balance (but also on other,
e.g., cardiac, factors) (9). Improving
diaphragm function with TTDN is bound
to improve this balance and should,
therefore, contribute in turn to improve
weaning outcome. However, the results of
the present study suggest that an
intervention targeting the diaphragm
alone might not be sufficient to achieve
this result. This prompts for studies
evaluating the combination of TTDN with
tailored load-reducing therapeutic
strategies.

Despite concerns related to central
venous catheterization by means of the
subclavian route, which was required for
phrenic nerve stimulation, the rate of AEs,
including hemothorax and pneumothorax,
did not differ significantly between groups.

Although stimulation-related pain was
observed during TTDN, overall, the
treatment was well tolerated.

Some limitations to our study provide
possible explanations for the finding that
TTDN did not increase the proportion of
successful weaning. First, although the
prevalence of diaphragmatic dysfunction is
high in patients who have been
mechanically ventilated for >7 days (7),
the inclusion of patients who were unlikely
to benefit from diaphragm pacing because
of weaning failure risk factors independent
of diaphragm function might have diluted
the effect of the intervention. Second, the
population studied was very heterogeneous
regarding the duration of MV at baseline.
Third, in the absence of reliable prior
information to estimate effect and compute
sample size, optimal statistical power had
to be forgone to ensure reasonable
feasibility, which may have contributed to
its negative outcome. Fourth, only 79% of
the patients in the treatment group
received .50% of the target number of
stimulations (number of stimulations per
session times number of sessions), which
may have contributed to the lack of a
significant difference in the primary
endpoint observed between groups. Fifth, it
is likely that there was interindividual
variability regarding the level of activation
of the diaphragm, because the physical
signs used to determine thresholds would
have depended on a patient’s morphology.
It is, therefore, not possible to be certain,
at the individual level, that the diaphragm
was stimulated enough for positive effects
to occur. At the group level, however, the
fact that there was a significant increase in
MIP in the treatment group and not in the
control group is in favor of the treatment.
This highlights the importance of finding
ways to characterize the degree of
diaphragm activation objectively in
response to TTDN. Sixth, the
implementation of a standardized weaning
protocol in centers that did not use one
before the study may have improved
outcomes in the control group, making any
difference between the control and
treatment groups more difficult to discern.
Seventh, only 0.19 patients were
randomized per ICU per month over the

study period, with an important
heterogeneity between centers (Table E4).
This suggests the existence of an inclusion
bias at some of the centers.

Our data suggest that TTDN might
provide a valuable strategy to improve
diaphragm function in noncooperative
patients and settings with reduced human
critical care resources. These results, and
the limitations of our study described
earlier, could be of value for the design
and planning of future studies assessing
TTDN in difficult-to-wean patients: Such
studies should focus on homogenous
patient populations; ideally exclude
patients with a proportionally long
duration of MV; avoid mixing
tracheotomized and nontracheotomized
patients; and, if possible, be sham
controlled. Our data could also provide
the basis for sample and effect size
estimates in future studies. Some of these
aspects have already been incorporated in
an ongoing clinical study (clinical trial
registered with www.clinicaltrials.gov
[NCT 03783884]).

Conclusions
In this difficult-to-wean patient population,
TTDN did not increase the proportion of
successful weaning fromMV. It was,
however, associated with increasedMIPs,
most likely in line with improved diaphragm
function, and it did not pose major safety
issues. Further studies are ongoing to
establish the place of TTDN in difficult-to-
wean patients.�
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